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 Nos. 46-47.] MAN. [1907.

 Transactions, Vol. XLV.) might have been laid uinider contribution. But indeed, save
 for a single figure from Sir William Turner's work on the placeinta, it does not appear
 that appeal has been made to British publications. To enter into further details, it may
 be added that Fig. 208 excites criticism, having the appearance of a photograph just out
 of focus. Fig. 291 is particularly interesting, for it reveals conitact between the first rudi-
 ments of femur anid fibula, a conditioni inot admitted by our text-books. Figs. 311 and
 312 are perplexing, in that the descriptions which accompany them seem to have been

 interchaniged, so that the description with Fig. 311 should apply really to Fig. 312, anid
 vice versa. Finally, it is felt that although the illustrationls from the American Journal
 of Anatomy may be renidered absolutely unequivocal in signiificance by the uise of colours
 as here applied, yet this is niot really necessary, while the general effect is to destroy
 the very remarkable artistic nmerit of the original drawings. Such are the impressions
 created by the atlas, which will be welcomed as onie tending to fill a well-recognised
 lacuLna in the literature of hun-tan embryology. Should the foregoing criticisms appear
 to affect details only, it may be remarked that the volume has beeni subjected to as

 searching an eniquiry as the circumstanices wouild admit.
 Professor Kollmanii's second volume has now appeared, and it is convenient to

 add a separate notice, the book having become accessible onlly wlhile the notes on the

 first volunme were passing through the press. The later vollume is equally elaborate
 with the first, and is larger (the price is the same as for the first volume, however),
 conitaining over 400 illustrations. There can be no hesitation in pronouncing this to

 be an invaluable repository of informiation. Following the original plan of the work,
 the systems are illustrated in order. In this volume the alimentarv canal is first dealt

 with, and special attention should be paid to the excellent reproductions (Figs. 363,
 364) of Piofessor Hammar's valuable models of the pharynx in early stages of develop-
 ment. Other useful illustrations are those of the central vessels in the early eilbryo,
 the descriptionis of Mall (Figs. 543, 544) and Coming (Fig. 545) having been used in
 this connection. Professor Dixon (Dublin) contributes one illustration (Fig. 639), and

 Professors Younig and Robinsoni's work provides another (Fig. 748). Beyond this, as in
 the first volume, the researches of our countrymen are not prominent. In the section

 which treats of the ear, Professor ilammar (Upsala) again provides models-represented
 in Figs. 753, 754, and 755-of great value. In conclusion, referernce should be made

 to the excellent bibliography appended to this work. W. L. H. DUCKWORTH.

 Religions. Anwvl and others.

 41
 Religions Ancient and Modern: Celtic Religion. By Edward Anwyl, M.A.

 Pp. 69.
 The Mythology of Ancient Britain land Ireland. By Charles Squire. Pp. 79.

 Religion of Ancient Scandinavia. By W. A. Craigie, M.A. Pp. 72. London:
 Constable, 1906. 17X5 x 12 cm. Price Is. each.

 This most welcome series of monographs on the religions of the world, the first
 four of which were issued in 1905 and noticed in MAN, 1906. 105, continues to
 make steady progress, while maintaining the high standard of excellence of which

 the opening volumes gave promise. These were followed last year by six others:

 Magic and Fetishism (Haddon), Hinduism (Barnett), Religion of Babylonia and
 Assyria (Pinches), and the three standing at the head of the present notice. Thanks
 to their frequent historic contacts and inter-relations, these naturally present many

 features in common, and may be conveniently discussed together.

 All the writers recognise one fundamental fact which had hitherto been over-
 looked or too little observed, although on it depends a right understanding of the
 composite character of the religious systems prevalent in Europe throughout historic

 times. When the proto-Aryan groups spread, probably at long intervals, westwards
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